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Introduction

For many of us, presenting is one of the most 

important things that we do at work. From sales 

pitches to key customers, project updates to senior 

management, lectures to packed classrooms, and 

conference talks to rooms full of your peers, giving 

an effective presentation can make your career—

and giving an ineffective one can set you back.  

 

At Prezi, we are dedicated to helping people create 

and deliver more powerful presentations.  

That’s why we decided to run a survey, asking top 

Prezi presenters about the techniques and tactics 

they use to be successful. We’re excited to share 

the results of our 2018 State of Presentations Survey 

with you. Take a look at the trends that are setting 

top presenters apart from everyone else.* 

 

*Percentages rounded to the nearest whole number.



PART ONE

Demographics

We wanted to get a wide variety of opinions represented in our survey 

results, so we asked presenters from all around the world to share their 

best practices with us.
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Here’s who answered the call

Job segmentation

Age range 

30%

56%

14%

Business

Government and 
Non-profit

Education

29% of survey respondents were 

aged 51-65.

39% were aged 35-50.

25% were millennials aged 18-34.

7% belonged to another age group.

1,891
respondents from  

113 countries.

12% sales

16% marketing

28% some other business function



PART TWO

What tools do people use 
to visualize their ideas?

Research has shown that visual aids can increase the effectiveness of 

a presentation, making it more engaging, memorable, and persuasive. 

We wanted to know: how are top presenters incorporating visuals into 

their presentations?
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When you are creating presentations, which tool allows you 
to visualize your ideas most effectively?

Prezi Slide-based  

presentation tools 

 (PowerPoint, Keynote, 

Google Slides, etc.)

I do not create  

presentations that  

visualize the relationships 

between my ideas

87% 
Of people who answered “I do not create 

presentations that visualize the relationships 

between my ideas,” said they would like to 

develop this skill in future presentations.

45%

856

355

19%

5%

87

Both types

593

31%
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The human brain is hard-wired to gravitate towards 
visual content

Scientific research has made it abundantly clear that a visual aid is one of 

the best tools for making sure that your message is engaging, memorable, 

and—most importantly—persuasive. 

Picture superiority effect

According to a 1987 study, ideas presented graphically 

are easier to comprehend and remember than 

those presented just as words.1

In fact, it only takes ¼ second for the human brain 

to process and attach meaning to a symbol,  while 

it takes an average of 6 seconds to read 20-35 

words.2

Seeing is believing

Presentations using visual aids were 43% more  

persuasive than the exact same presentations  

without visuals.3

1 Vogel, D. R., Dickson, G. W. & Lehman, J. A. (1986). Persuasion and the Role of Visual Presentation 

Support: The UM/3M Study.

2 Thorpe, S., Fize, D. & Marlot, C. (1996). Speed of processing in the human visual system, Nature, 

Vol 381.

3 Kliegl, R., Smith, J., Heckhausen, J. & Baltes, P.B. (1987). Mnemonic Training for the Acquisition of 

Skilled Digit Memory. Cognition and Instruction. 4, 4. 203-223. 

1/4 second

6 seconds

YOUNG CHILDREN ARE LIKELY 

TO CROSS THE ROAD IN THIS 

AREA. WATCH FOR THEM AND 

SLOW DOWN IF THEY ARE IN 

THE ROADWAY.
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The medium affects the message

In 2017, Harvard released the results of a double-blind study in which participants were split 

into two different groups. The first group was asked to create a presentation based on a 

real-world business scenario and deliver it to the second group (posing as high-stakes board 

members), in one of three different formats: Prezi, PowerPoint, and verbal presentations with 

no visual aid.

After reviewing the effectiveness of each presentation, 

Prezi was deemed the clear winner in every category. 

Prezi was found to be: 

12.5% more organized than PPT

16.36% more engaging than PPT

21.89% more persuasive than PPT

25.28% more effective overall than PPT

Meanwhile, PowerPoint 

presentations were found to be 

no more effective than verbal-

only presentations.



PART THREE

Conversational  
presenting is key

One of the major trends that continues to dominate the presentation space today is 

conversational presenting. This tactic encourages presenters to engage in two-way 

dialogue with their audiences, rather than deliver traditional, one-sided presentations.
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64% of survey respondents said that they found a flexible 

presentation with two-way interaction with the presenter 

more engaging than a linear presentation.

Only 4% of respondents said that they found linear 

presentations more engaging than two-way presentations. 

68% of survey respondents said that they found flexible, 

two-way, interactive presentations more memorable than 

linear presentations.

Only 4% of respondents said that they found linear 

presentations more memorable than two-way presentations.

65% of survey respondents said that they found flexible, 

two-way, interactive presentations more persuasive than 

linear presentations.

Only 4% of respondents said that they found linear 

presentations more persuasive than two-way presentations.

PART THREE: CONVERSATIONAL PRESENTING IS KEY

We have repeatedly found that this approach is critical for 
presentation success, truly helping presenters connect with 
their audiences more effectively.

63% 
of all survey participants reported 

that they preferred Prezi 

over slide-based tools when 

delivering a two-way, interactive, 

flexible presentation.

The following findings demonstrate how prevalent conversational presenting is today. 
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How often do you give interactive presentations where the 
order of your content is flexible based on the interest of or 
the feedback from your audience?

PART THREE: CONVERSATIONAL PRESENTING IS KEY

89%    yes

If you answered, “I do not give 

any presentation like this,” would 

you like to develop this skill 

of giving two-way, interactive 

presentations in the future?

An interactive presentation with flexible content based on audience preference is what is 

considered a conversational presentation.

Of respondents said that they give interactive 

presentations with flexible content over half the time.

Of presenters surveyed said that they do not give 

interactive presentations with flexible content at all.
11%

51%
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Conclusion.

Our 2018 State of Presentations Survey 

clearly verifies two key, growing trends that 

are helping presenters be more successful: 

dynamic visualization and conversational 

presenting. The future of presentations is 

bright for people who can harness the power 

of these tactics.

If you’re interested in learning more about how 

Prezi can help you visualize your ideas and 

bring your presentations to life, don’t hesitate 

to reach out to our sales team.

If you want to learn more about how to deliver a 
conversational presentation, you can download our
ebook on the topic.

https://prezi.com/contact/sales/
https://blog.prezi.com/conversational-presenting-conversational-selling-ebook/
https://blog.prezi.com/conversational-presenting-conversational-selling-ebook/

